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“Ordered Rip Guardian for my daughter when she
had yet another rip. Order arrived within 48 hours
and product is great. My daughter was straight
back on bars and said she couldn't feel the rip
when training which is quite a result!”
Denise
Phoenix Gymnastics Club, Windsor
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Ellie Downie

@elliedownie
#tbt 2008 British Champion

Welcome to our twitter
wall. Check out this
issue’s tweets and
instagram’s from our
top stars....

FOLLOW US

instagram.com/
britishgymnastics
official

Nile Wilson

Elise Matthews

Luke Strong

@nilemw

@elisematthewsss

@lukestrong2

Made a beasty protein pancake!!
Mix 1 egg, 1 scoop protein, bit of
oats & bit of milk... Then Mixed
berries, Greek yogurt & peanut
butter on top! Try it it’s so good

Triple time #tbt #missthis
#worlds

At Lilleshall for the week at G.R.I.T!
Hopefully the last part of my rehab
before I can start skills :)

Nicole Short
Ash Watson

@ashwatson92
Kovac on High Bar gopro
#WhatISee
#GoProGymnastics

FOLLOW US

@gbshorty

Hamish Carter

My amazingly talented housemate
@ashearer3 did my nails to
match my Leo’s for nationals at
least she’s good for something
#liverbird #sparkles #amazing
#loveher #britishchamps2014
#echoarena #liverpool #letsgo

@HamishCarter1
Connected my tkatchevs
today! No catch but hopefully
very soon... Got me heart
going that did I’ll tell ya
#HoneyBadgerOnTheCatch

Hannah Whelan

@hannahkwhelan
hannahkwhelan Randomly
finding loads of stuff
from when I was born in
Singapore! #babyfoot

@BritGymnastics
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Dan Keatings

@DanKeatings
So has anyone ever seen
grapes like these? I don’t
know what to make of them
#messedup #huge
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A bird’s eye view as a
trampoline gymnast flies
through the air at the
Echo Arena.

THE RESULTS
B

ritish gymnasts produced world class performances as the
trampoline, tumbling and double-mini trampoline titles were
decided over the weekend of the 20th and 21st September at Echo
Arena, Liverpool.

SENIORS
TRAMPOLINE

All of the competing gymnasts had ambitions not
only of British medals but also places in the GBR
team for the forthcoming World Championships
and World age-group competition taking
place in November - check out the team
announcements here. The routines were high
quality and executed under high pressure with
the level of performance across all the age
groups highly encouraging.

Reigning champion Bryony Page from
Sheffield Trampoline Academy took the
senior women’s trampoline title in a tight
battle with 2012 Olympian Kat Driscoll. Kat
held the overnight lead after two routines
but Bryony fought back with her third and
final performance on the last day to nudge
ahead scoring 154.120 to Kat’s 154.070
with Amanda Harris finishing in bronze.

(FROM LEFT TO RIGHT)
KAT DRISCOLL (SILVER),
BRYONY PAGE (GOLD)
AND AMANDA HARRIS (BRONZE)

Watch Bryony claiming her
gold medal.

FULL RESULTS
TRAMPOLINE,
TUMBLING & DMT
BRITISH
CHAMPIONSHIPS

“I’M REALLY SURPRISED
AS I MADE A FEW
MISTAKES ON DAY ONE
BUT FOCUSED TODAY ON
PUTTING IN A GOOD
ROUTINE AND IT WORKED,
I’M SO HAPPY TO BE BRITISH
CHAMPION ONCE AGAIN.”

GYMNAST 13

The men’s trampoline event was a battle between
club mates from OLGA Poole. In the end it was Lewis
Bartlett that took the gold ahead of teammates
Kayvon Arasteh in silver and Elliot Storey in bronze.

(FROM LEFT TO RIGHT)
KAYVON ARASTEH (SILVER),
LEWIS BARTLETT (GOLD)
ELLIOT STOREY (BRONZE)

Watch Lewis bouncing
his way to gold.

“IT’S AMAZING AND
STILL A BIT UNREAL.
I’VE DREAMT OF
BECOMING BRITISH
CHAMPION AND CAN’T
REALLY BELIEVE IT’S
HAPPENED TODAY.”
- LEWIS BARTLETT
GYMNAST 14

SENIORS
TUMBLING
World and European tumbling champion Kristof Willerton once again took
the gold medal as his dominance of world class tumbling continues. His
routines were not completely error free but his class and determination
guided him through to gold ahead of James Booth in silver and Steven
Gilmore in bronze.

“IT’S BEEN AN INCREDIBLE YEAR! TODAY
WASN’T PERFECT BUT I MANAGED TO STAY
RELATIVELY CONSISTENT OVER ALL THE
ROUTINES. WE HAVE REALLY SUPPORTIVE
COACHES THAT KEEP YOU MOTIVATED TO GO
ON AND PERFORM FOR YOURSELF AND FOR
GREAT BRITAIN.”
- KRISTOF WILLERTON

Watch Kristof’s
gold medal winning
tumbles (and the
infamous hair ruffle!)
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(FROM LEFT TO RIGHT)
JAMES BOOTH (SILVER),
KRISTOF WILLERTON (GOLD)
AND STEVEN GILMORE
(BRONZE)

Lucie Colebeck took the women’s tumbling crown in perhaps the most
competitive of all the finals as she was up against her hugely experience and
exceptionally gifted GBR teammates. Lucie powered to gold ahead of 2013
champion Rachael Letsche in silver and Heather Cowell in bronze.

“THERE’S BIG COMPETITION WITHIN THE BRITISH
SENIOR TEAM SO IT’S AMAZING TO WIN GOLD.
LAST YEAR’S CHAMPIONSHIPS DIDN’T GO SO
WELL FOR ME SO I’VE BEEN WORKING REALLY
HARD AND FOCUSED ON PUTTING IN A GOOD
PERFORMANCE THIS WEEKEND. I’VE GAINED A LOT
OF EXPERIENCE COMPETING FOR GREAT BRITAIN
AND IT’S DEFINITELY HELPED ME COMPETING
TODAY.”
- LUCIE COLEBECK

Watch Lucie’s gold
medal winning
tumbles.

(FROM LEFT TO RIGHT)
RACHAEL LETSCHE (SILVER),
LUCIE COLEBECK (GOLD)
AND HEATHER COWELL (BRONZE)
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SENIORS

Watch Nicole on her
way to DMT gold.

DMT
Reigning double-mini trampoline (DMT) champion
Nicole Short of City of Liverpool once again proved
her class to take the title on home turf in front of an
appreciative local crowd. Over an epic six routines Nicole
scored 202.800 points to win ahead of British teammate
Georgia Downing and Sapphire Dallard.

NATHANIEL SCOTT

The men’s senior DMT crown was won by Nathaniel Scott, the GBR team member
scoring 215.300 to comfortably take the prestigious title. Peter Cracknell finished
with the silver with Michael McNabb in bronze.

“IT FEELS GREAT TO BECOME BRITISH CHAMPION
IN SUCH A DIFFICULT AND EXPERIENCED
CATEGORY. THE ATMOSPHERE DEFINITELY HELPED
TO LIFT MY COMPETITION!” - NATHANIEL SCOTT

Watch Nathaniel
winning DMT gold.

“BEING IN FIRST PLACE
OVERNIGHT GAVE ME THE
CONFIDENCE TO GO OUT THERE
TODAY AND PUT IN A STRONG
ROUTINE. LOOKING AHEAD TOWARDS
THE WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS I’M
FEELING GOOD AND HOPE I CAN PUT
IN A PERFORMANCE FOR THE
BRITISH TEAM.”
- NICOLE SHORT
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NICOLE SHORT

INTERVIEW

THE BRITISH WORLD MEDAL TALLY INDIVIDUAL: 3 GOLD, 5 SILVER AND 5 BRONZE MEDALS

NEIL
THOMAS
By Vera Atkinson

INTERVIEW

1993
1994
2003
2006
2007
2009
2009
2010
2010
2010
2011
2013
2013

Birmingham (GBR)
Brisbane (AUS)
Anaheim (USA)
Aarhus (DEN) 		
Stuttgart (GER)
London (GBR) 		
London (GBR) 		
Rotterdam(NED)
Rotterdam(NED)
Rotterdam(NED)
Tokyo (JPN) 		
Antwerp (BEL)
Antwerp (BEL)

Neil Thomas 		
Neil Thomas 		
Beth Tweddle 		
Beth Tweddle 		
Louis Smith 		
Daniel Keatings
Beth Tweddle 		
Beth Tweddle 		
Louis Smith 		
Daniel Purvis 		
Louis Smith 		
Max Whitlock
Kristian Thomas

Silver 		
Silver 		
Bronze
Gold 		
Bronze
Silver 		
Gold 		
Gold 		
Silver 		
Bronze
Bronze
Silver		
Bronze

Floor
Floor
Uneven bars
Uneven bars
Pommels
All-Round
Floor
Uneven bars
Pommels
Floor
Pommels
Pommels
Vault

W

ithin the last 10 years, British Gymnastics has undoubtedly raised its
international status - Beth Tweddle and Louis Smith have certainly become
household names. Max Whitlock, Daniel Keatings, Daniel Purvis and Kristian Thomas
have won World Championship medals and enjoy stardom along with many other
British artistic, trampoline, tumbling and acrobatic gymnasts.
However, few people outside the British Gymnastics community would immediately
recall the name of their predecessor, the artistic gymnast who first broke the ice on
the road to the World podium- Neil Thomas.
Twenty-one years ago, Thomas won Britain’s first ever artistic gymnastics world
medal, silver on floor at the Championships at the NEC, Birmingham in 1993, one
year later, in 1994 in Brisbane, Australia, he doubled his and GB’s medal haul.

WITH THE EYES OF THE WORLD ON NANNING, CHINA FOR THE 2014
ARTISTIC GYMNASTICS WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS, OUR TEAM OF SUPERB
GYMNASTS AIM TO CONTINUE THEIR MAJOR CHAMPIONSHIP SUCCESS
THAT HAS MADE GREAT BRITAIN AN INTERNATIONAL FORCE. AS THE
CHAMPIONSHIPS COMMENCE, THE GYMNAST CAUGHT UP WITH ONE OF
THE TRUE TRAILBLAZERS WHO TOOK OUR FIRST EVER WORLD MEDAL
BACK IN 1993 – NEIL THOMAS MBE.
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INTERVIEW

NEIL WHAT ARE YOUR RECOLLECTIONS FROM THE
WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS IN BIRMINGHAM IN 1993?
I remember not having the greatest of preparations and I was very disappointed with my overall
performance, especially in front of a home crowd. However I was still confident in my floor routine.
After the all-around and qualification round I went back to Lilleshall with my coach Eddie van
Hoof (now GBR men’s Head National Coach) to work on my floor exercise for the final. We made
some changes to get more from the new code of points. In the final I did my absolute best which I
was happy with. I remember waiting for my opponent’s scores to come up as I was leading. People
said to me that they thought I deserved the gold but I was very happy accepting the silver medal
as I can only influence my own performance. The reaction after was huge and it dawned on me
what an achievement it had been and a historic moment. I was in most of the national papers;
gymnastics was something that they didn’t normally report on, I was invited to many functions
and had quite a few TV appearances.

John Atkinson, former
BG Performance Director:

“He was an unbelievable
talent who delivered
on the world stage
and inspired a generation
of young gymnasts!”

WAS IT EASIER, OR MORE DIFFICULT FOR YOU TO DOUBLE
YOUR SILVER ON FLOOR IN BRISBANE IN 1994?
I enjoyed the World Championship in Brisbane so much more; I was much better prepared
physically and mentally. I performed really well in the all-around event and was very confident in
my floor exercise. I was usually very calm when performing on the floor and always felt in control.
It felt easier in Brisbane and in a way I think it was a bigger achievement as I had reinforced my
position and showed that the result in Birmingham 1993 was not because of any home crowd
bias. I had altered my floor routine but I can’t remember how now.
20 YEARS AGO DID YOU BELIEVE THE BRITISH
MEN’S TEAM COULD WIN AN OLYMPIC MEDAL?
I wouldn’t have thought it possible, no way. The work of the gymnasts, coaches and administrators
must have been immense to achieve a team medal at the Olympics. I was there for the men’s
Floor and Pommel finals in London. What an atmosphere and fantastic to see British gymnasts
not just competing in finals but also getting medals, amazing!
DO YOU STILL FEEL WHAT THE COMPETITORS
ARE DOING WHEN YOU WATCH GYMNASTICS?
Yes. I still often jump or clench when it looks like someone is close to falling off. My brain still has
the kinetic memories.
WHAT ARE YOUR EARLIEST MEMORY FROM
GYMNASTICS; HOW DID YOU GET INVOLVED?
I started at a local sports centre doing 1 hour a week on a Saturday morning, I was eight. I
remember competing in the club and scoring a 10 for a round off back flick. I started at the local
sports centre in Wem, Shropshire because my brother was playing table tennis there and my dad
saw a poster advertising the gymnastics sessions which he though would suit me as I was always
jumping about at home and standing on my head.
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“What an
atmosphere and
fantastic to see British
gymnasts
not just competing
in finals but also
getting medals,
amazing!”
- Neil talking about
the Olympics
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INTERVIEW
NEIL THOMAS’ GYMNASTICS CV

WHO TOLD YOU FIRST THAT YOU WERE TALENTED AND
DID YOU REALISE WHAT EXACTLY THAT MEANT?
Tony White, a coach at a small school gym told my parents that he thought I had potential but
he didn’t feel able to really assess it. He arranged for me to travel to Birmingham to see some
of the national coaches there to get their options. It was the coaches in Birmingham that first
saw international potential in me. It didn’t really mean anything to me at the time. However, the
nearest boys club with all the correct equipment was a 70 mile round trip away and so gymnastics
had to be more than just a hobby for my parents to committed to the 5 time a week journey.
HOW CAN YOU DESCRIBE YOUR RELATIONSHIP WITH
YOUR PERSONAL COACH MIKE WEINSTOCK?
Mike was the coach who provided me with best possible basics and foundation in the sport. I am
really grateful of his longsighted approach to my training which didn’t limit me later in my career.

1983 		
		
		
1984 		
1990 		
		
		
1991 		
1992
		
		
		
1993		
1994		
		
		
1995		
1995		

England vs. Belgium- bronze overall; ENG vs. NED vs. GER vs. BEL vs. FRA – bronze
Junior European Championships, Rimini ITA
Thames TV Junior Gymnast of the Year – silver.
Member of the National Men’s “B” Squad.
British overall , vault and pommels champion
Commonwealth Games - gold floor, silver team
European Championships - bronze vault
World Championships Indianapolis - floor final - 6th place; 12th overall
British Champion overall + all apparatus
European Championships Budapest - 16th overall
Olympic Games Barcelona - 20th overall, 8th in a tie on floor/ 1st reserve; vault
8th in a tie-reserve again!
World Championships Birmingham - SILVER MEDAL ON FLOOR
World Championships Brisbane – SILVER MEDAL ON FLOOR
London Open- gold overall
Commonwealth Games in Victoria CAN – gold medal overall and floor
World Student Games, August – last major event followed by retirement
Awarded MBE

WHO WAS THE GYMNAST THAT YOU ADMIRED MOST?
Andrew Morris was a great influence as I thought he was the first British gymnast to “look” like an
international. The Chinese gymnast Tong Fei was also a major favourite that I admired because he
had amazing originality, strength, fluidity and character.
WHAT IS IT WITH GYMNASTICS THAT CAPTIVATED YOU?
It’s was just so thrilling and exciting. It’s creative and perfect for an adrenaline rush. I loved defying
gravity. Learning new complex somersaults and twists was like going on a roller coaster.
DID GYMNASTICS CHANGE YOUR CHARACTER?
I don’t think it changed my character but it has certainly shaped who I am. Gymnastics enhanced
my determination, competitive and expressive sides and at the same time it gave me focus and
improved my ability to listen, concentrate and apply learning. (This really helped in my
school work).
NOWADAYS, WHERE WOULD WE FIND YOU?
As a family link worker and deputy coordinator of two Sure Start Childrens’ Centres I support local
families with a child under 5 years to access high quality services. We provide and/or facilitate
services both pre and post birth in health and early education. I deliver groups addressing
behaviour management issues, support strengthening father-child relationships (including work
in a local prison) and I also teach baby and pre-school swimming-this is the nearest I get to any
type of coaches these days! I have a case load of families that may have involvement with other
agencies or just requiring some help during a difficult time in their lives. The current challenges
include an increase in families requiring additional support, reaching local authority targets and
supporting my manager and team during times of change within the current economic climate
and budget cuts.
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Eddie Van Hoof, GBR Men’s
Head National Coach:
“Neil had a unique capacity
to dedicate himself to training
in preparation for World
Championships. Whilst remembered
for his success on floor exercise,
Mike Weinstock, Neil’s coach
he had the gift for artistry and
at Stoke on Trent GC:
that was exhibited throughout
“He was about 10-years-old when
his performances on
he came to Stoke on Trent GC and
all apparatus with
it was quite obvious that his skills on
floor were way ahead of his possibilities
effortless ease.”
on any other piece of apparatus. He
was one of the youngest gymnasts in a
very strong generation of competitors
along with James May, David Cox
and Terry Bartlett. He was very
talented and very elegant
indeed.”
GYMNAST 27

RHYTHMIC
GYMNASTICS
WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS
The 2014 Rhythmic World Championships
took place in Izmir, Turkey with more than
300 of the world’s top rhythmic gymnasts
taking part including out very own Laura
Halford, Mimi-Isabella Cesar and Stephani
Sherlock.
The British team had a strong start with all
three girls putting in clean performances
with their hoop routines. Laura Halford
finished top of the GBR team with an
impressive 15.558, with teammate
Stephani just behind with 15.300 and
Mimi with 13.400. The qualification

competition continued with Laura scoring
14.433 with ball, Stephani 13.800 and
Mimi 13.716. The second day saw Laura
and Stephani go on to complete allaround qualification competing with clubs
and ribbon. Stephani led the way with
clubs scoring 14.766 with Laura scoring
14.416 whilst with ribbon Laura scored
14.225 and Stephani 14.175 leaving the
girls with all-around totals of 44.407 for
Laura (44th) and 44.241 for Stephani
(46th).

FULL
RESULTS

Laura Halford (left) and Mimi-Isabella Cesar (right)

INTERVIEW

By Tim Peake

INTERVIEW

THEUL
T I MA T
E C H AM
P I ON !

KR I S TOF

W I L L E R T O N

K

ristof Willerton is one of Britain’s most dominant gymnasts. Intelligent, polite and
always happy to chat and pass on words of encouragement, Kristof turns into a
super-human on the tumble track.
A superstitious ruffle of his hair and then he focuses and rifles down the track, in a blur
there’s somersaults and twists accompanied by the thundering noise of him shooting
forwards and then the briefest silence on landing before the crowd erupts in awe, a
landing greeted with admiration and very often a gold medal.
We asked the British, European and World Champion and current Oxford University
student what it takes to get to the top, and stay there…
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INTERVIEW

KRISTOF, TALK US THROUGH THE RECENT BRITISH CHAMPIONSHIPS
AND HOW YOU FEEL IT WENT FOR YOU?

Kristof proudly
showing off his
trophy as the
2014 British
Tumbling
champion.

The British Championships this year was very exciting being in a new venue at Echo
Arena in Liverpool, with the new lights and atmosphere adding to the thrill. The start of
the competition for me didn’t go exactly to plan, as I tried a few new runs which didn’t
quite work out, and I made a mistake on my first run in the finals. I was happy however
to pull off a cleaner second pass under pressure to secure the title against some strong
tumblers.
HOW ARE YOU FEELING AHEAD OF THE 2014 WORLD
CHAMPIONSHIPS? DO YOU FEEL PRESSURE NOW AS DEFENDING
CHAMPION?
The 2014 Worlds are a very exciting prospect, as the Great Britain team is looking
stronger than ever, and we are coming off the back of successful past World and
European championships. We will all push each other to strive to challenge the world’s
best to hopefully pull off another strong team performance.
I feel slightly more pressured this year, as our expectations last time were lower, which
allowed us to take the competition as it came. With such a strong field I do not feel
under pressure myself to defend the title, but would love to go and then try and push for
a medal. No male yet has won two FIG World titles, so it would be a dream come true to
try and achieve this.
HOW DO MANAGE TO YOU JUGGLE BOTH UNIVERSITY AND
TRAINING?
I love to keep busy, and find the two complement each other very well, where in I find
that after one or the other I feel refreshed to go back and do the other. My university
and coaches are also very supportive in allowing me to follow both courses as well,
which has been vital for me to continue with both of them.
DO YOU FIND LINKS BETWEEN YOUR STUDIES AND GYM? DO YOU
EVER USE YOUR SPORT TO ASSIST YOUR STUDIES AND VICE VERSA?
Both I find require a lot of precision, and I have found that my studies have helped me
to learn focus within training and competitions. The dealing of pressure in tumbling has
also been invaluable to help with exams and other high stress situations. My love for the
sport I believe has helped me to further my studies, to help understand the principles
behind what we are taught in gymnastics amongst other things.
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INTERVIEW

WHAT ARE YOU LOOKING TO DO IN THE FUTURE FOR A CAREER?
I do really enjoy biochemistry and am currently in a year of research at the moment in
my degree which is providing me with a greater idea of what path to possibly pursue.
However I also find that my passion lies greatly within the sport, and would love to also
get into coaching and giving more back into tumbling and gymnastics.
WHO COMES UP WITH YOUR PASSES? WHAT ARE YOU CURRENTLY
COMPETING? AND ARE THERE ANY CRAZY SKILLS YOU’VE LEARNT
IN THE GYM THAT MAYBE AREN’T COMPETITION READY OR NOT
ONES FOR COMPETITION AT ALL?
Together with my coach we both produce a lot of ideas for my runs, and then when in
the gym we find out what the best options are to follow through with.
I am currently competing two double somersaults to either a triple somersault or miller
(double with triple twist) in both runs, and I am working on placing the double twisting
double back into the start of the runs which is a move I had lost to mental blocks.
I am currently also training a triple straight somersault and a triple twisting triple
somersault , which I would like to debut after the world championships, and could be
the first person to do them. (I have trained a quadruple too, but I think I will leave that
for someone else to compete some day).
IS THERE ANYTHING YOU FIND DIFFICULT ABOUT TUMBLING AND
LIKEWISE WITH YOUR STUDIES?
Tumbling does requires specialist equipment for the top level which often requires
long journeys to get to, and also like most sports when I was younger I was also prone
to a few injuries until I learned how to manage them more effectively. Sometimes at
university I am also required to do quite long days in the laboratory which means I have
to shuffle my training around.
DO YOU HAVE ANY SUPERSTITIONS BEFORE YOU COMPETE?
I love to get into a routine for competitions, and try and repeat what has worked
in the past, but especially before each run I always ruffle my hair, which used to be
a concentration technique to block out the surroundings, but has turned into a
superstitious habit.
DO YOU HAVE ANY TIPS FOR BUDDING YOUNG TUMBLERS? ANY
SECRETS TO YOUR SUCCESS!
There are now so many massively talented young tumblers in the country which is great
to see, so my best advice is to watch videos of other competitors their age to try and
copy them and see what their targets are. The most important thing I find however
is to enjoy the sport, as this keeps you going in the long run. For me I never had much
success at a junior level, but kept striving to hit my goals, which I believe made me fight
more strongly in the later stages of my career.
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on our audition
calendar
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Cirque du Soleil ® is seeking new talent for its current
shows
and upcoming creations.
®
Cirque du Soleil is seeking new talent for its current
ACROBATIC
ARTISTIC GYMNASTICS
shows and& upcoming
creations.
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Standard & Custom size Sprung Floors Available
Foam Block or Power Springs
Five Colour Options
Get in touch today for further details

